
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Or, you come for a thing which I ___________________.1. (not/give)have not to give

________________________________________ a thing, Arethusa?2.
(how many times/you/passive/tell/?)

How many times do you have to be told

Do you know whom you ____________________?3. (deal with)have to deal with

But then she ____________ into your secret room.4. (go)has to go

He ________________________ long for the lantern, for he fell over it
almost the next step he took.
5.

(past/not/search)
didn't have to search

Some other way ___________________________.6.
(would/passive/adopt)

would have to be adopted

It would be more if you ______________________ more than they do.7.
(past/not/wake)

didn't have to wake

And yet we _________________ orders.8. (follow)have to follow

She _______________________ for it, however.9. (past/not/look)did not have to look

She wished that she ___________________________ things, but could
lie there without moving, until morning.
10.

(past/not/remember)
did not have to remember

____________________________ his assurance that he was Joseph?11.
(why/he/past/repeat/?)

Why did he have to repeat

The children finally _____________ alone.12. (past/eat)had to eat

Here we ______________ two questions.13. (ask)have to ask

He _______________________ far, for a negro's shouted warning
reached Tom in time to spin him around to await his adversary.
14.

(past/not/seek)

did not have to seek

You ought to be jolly glad you _____________________ a fool's cap and
paint your nose red.
15.

(not/wear)
don't have to wear
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We generally ________________ by her opinions.16. (abide)have to abide

Well, he __________________.17. (would/wait)'d have to wait

For the lamb and the goat we can find scriptural interpretations, but the
rabbit and the hare- ___________________________ with Easter?
18.

(what/they/can/do/?)
what can they have to do

You really ______________________ about your response as it is
automatic.
19.

(not/think)
don't have to think

There's only one thing more I ______________.20. (say)have to say
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